SHOW OFF YOUR TRUE SPIRIT.

CHEROKEE LICENSE PLATE FRAMES.
Choose from polished stainless steel frames with Jeep emblem, or a satin black model that hides stainless steel frame hardware. Frames feature the Jeep logo, and are available with or without a logo.

1. Polished stainless steel frame includes attractive hardware hiders. Also available without a logo.

2. Satin black stainless steel frame includes attractive hardware hiders. Also available without a logo.

3. Wheel locks.

Set includes four new lug nuts and a special-fitting key to help offer maximum wheel and tire theft protection.

4. Satin chrome valve stem caps.

These decorative caps give your Cherokee wheels a cool look. Each is made from die-cast zinc and features Jeep styling.

ADDITIONAL ACCESSORIES:

Locking Gas Cap
Premium Vehicle-Care Products
Trailer Tow Adapter for Electronic Trailer Brake Controller
Trailering Accessories

The Mopar name has long been emblazoned on race cars greeted by checkered flags, on boxes left over from a weekend of wrenching, and on shirts belonging to the masters of your make and model. Its rich history is born not just of parts but of lifelong connections made at those tracks, garages and service bays. Mopar is with you the instant you get your new keys and for every kilometre thereafter. It helps you make your ride your own with accessories of every kind. It assures you with expert maintenance, made-for-your-model parts, and Chrysler Service Contracts.
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1. Roof Top Cargo Basket

- Adds cargo space and locks to the Sport Utility Bars.
- Basket measures 112 x 99 cm (44 x 39 in) and features a Front Air Deflector.
- Roof basket Cargo net securely holds cargo.

2. Sport Utility Bars

- Add to the adventurous capability of your Cherokee.
- These strong bars attach to the standard equipment side rails to add a robust presence to the top of your Cherokee.
- Forged to accommodate all of our sport and cargo carriers.
- Sold as a set of two.

3. Hitch Ch- Mount Bike Carrier

- Available in Two-Bike and Four-Bike styles (both fit two-inch receiver) that fold down to allow your vehicle’s liftgate to open without having to remove your bikes.
- Both styles feature carrying clamps with rubber inserts and a bolt that locks the carrier to your vehicle.
- Available for Trailhawk models only.

4. Hitch Ch- Mount Bike Carrier Adapter

- This adapter modifies women’s or non-standard frames in order to be carried on hanging-style hitch-mount racks.
- Features a telescopic adjustment for all size bike frames, push-button clamps for quick installation and removal, and moulded rubber pads to help protect bike’s finish.
- Available for Trailhawk models only.

5. Hitch Ch Receiver

- Features a two-inch opening with a towing capacity of up to 907 kg (2,000 lb) with weight-distributing equipment.
- Available for Trailhawk models only. The Hitch Ball, Ball Mount and Wiring Harness are sold separately.
- Check User Guide for hitch type, load capacity and heavy-duty equipment required. Do not exceed rated tow capacity of the vehicle as equipped. Trailer may require items not supplied by Mopar®.

1. Roof Mount Ski and Snowboard Carrier

- Go where others only dream of reaching, and take your favourite toys along, too.
- Carrier holds up to six pairs of skis, four snowboards or a combination of the two.
- Also features corrosion-resistant lock covers and either-side opening.
- Carrier mounts to the Sport Utility Bars.

2. Sport Utility Bars

- These substantial bars are built of heavy-duty anodized aluminum and feature T-slots that allow quick carrier installation.
- Bars attach to the standard equipment side rails and accommodate all of our carrier accessories.
- Sold as a set of two.

3. Chrome Door Handle Covers

- Grab attention on the road or on the trail, and enjoy having a big impact every time you open the door.
- Made of durable material, the kit includes a handle for each door.
- Designed for fast and easy installation.

4. Mopar® Centre Caps

- Show off your Cherokee in authentic style.
- These shining chrome caps add a distinctive touch to your Cherokee wheels and feature the Mopar logo.

- Properly secure all cargo.
- Sold separately.

- Please consult the vehicle owner’s manual for towing instructions and instructions on how to load cargo.
- Do not exceed rated tow capacity of the vehicle as equipped. Trailer may require items not supplied by Mopar®.
A SYSTEM FIT FOR CARRYING ON.

1. STORAGE LOCKER:
Keep your cargo area neat and organized with this large, soft-shell locker. It's ideal for storing a variety of sports equipment and gear while keeping your valuable belongings away from prying eyes. Secure it with the locking mechanism, and it won't shift while you're in motion, and it's also collapsible when not in use.

2. PET KENNEL:
Safely transport your pet with this sturdy and durable kennel. Secures to your vehicle using four tie-down straps. Folds flat for easy storage.

3. REUSABLE SHOPPING BAGS:
These bags carry everything from groceries to sports gear and secure to the cargo mounting bar with tote clips (sold separately). Sold as a set of three.

4. TOTE CLIPS:
For use with the reusable shopping bags (sold separately) and sold as a set of four.

5. FIRST AID KIT:
Attaches to the cargo mounting bar. The kit contains bandages, gauze, antiseptic wipes, and more.

6. COLLAPSIBLE CARGO TOTE:
Attaches to the cargo mounting bar and fits flat against the wall of your Cherokee's rear cargo area. Removes easily and can be used on its own to carry goods. Features a non-skid bottom and folds to fit conveniently in the storage locker (sold separately). Also accommodates the three reusable shopping bags (sold separately).

7. CARGO MAT:
Clean-ups are a snap when you have this convenient and versatile mat. Helps protect your Cherokee's interior and is easily removable. Folds up and stores away in a zippered case.

8. ROADSIDE ASSISTANCE KIT:
Designed to be a valuable asset in a roadside emergency. Kit includes jumper cables, gloves, 4-in-1 tool, pliers, flat head and Phillips screwdrivers, bungee cords, electrical tape, and emergency blanket. Attaches and fits inboard or outboard of the cargo mounting bar.

9. TRAILHAWK OFF-ROAD KIT:
Getting out of those sticky situations is a snap with the Off-Road Accessory Kit. Kit comes with a tow strap and gloves, and it attaches to the cargo mounting bar.

10. FOLDABLE COOLER:
This portable, soft-shell cooler is custom-made for your Cherokee and is ideal for use just about everywhere. Features convenient shoulder and compression straps. Cooler folds up and packs away when empty.

(1) Properly secure all cargo.
MAKE ROOM FOR MORE FUN.

1. SPORT UTILITY BARS.
   - These durable bars are designed to expand cargo space and accommodate all of your gear. (2)
   - SPORT UTILITY BARS.

2. ROOF-MOUNT SKI AND SNOWBOARD CARRIER.
   - A convenient carrier folds up to six pairs of skis, four snowboards or a combination of the two. Features include expandable, side rails, which allows you to carry extra-wide skis. (2)

3. ROOF MOUNT Cargo Carrier.
   - This fully adjustable carrier with latching nylon strap attachment stays securely in place. Mounts to the Sport Utility Bars. (2)

4. ROOF LOCKABLE CARRIER.
   - Increases the versatility of your vehicle by adding extra storage and utility space. Available in a large variety of sizes and materials. (3)

5. ROOF TOP LUGGAGE CARRIER.
   - A large, covered zippered opening and sealed seams. Mounts to the Sport Utility Bars. (2)

6. ROOF TOP LUGGAGE CARRIER.
   - A large, covered zippered opening and sealed seams. Mounts to the Sport Utility Bars. (2)

7. ROOF MOUNT CANOE CARRIER.
   - Transports most kayaks, sailboards or a combination of heavy-duty Black nylon and easily installs to the two. Features corrosion-resistant lock cylinder opening systems. Mounts to the Sport Utility Bars. (2)

8. ROOF MOUNT WINTER SPORTS CARRIER.
   - Carries one bike securely by the front fork and features carrying clamps with custom inserts to help protect bike surfaces. Rear wheel. The Upright style carries one bike locked by the frame with both wheels secured. (1)(2)

9. ROOF-MOUNT BIKE CARRIER.
   - Bike Carrier allows you to easily mount your bike to your vehicle’s Sport Utility Bars, and is designed to match your vehicle’s liftgate. (1)

10. ROOF-MOUNT BIKE CARRIER.
    - Bike to your vehicle (Sport Utility Bars), and is designed to match your vehicle’s liftgate. (1)

11. ROOF MOUNT BIKE CARRIER.
    - Bike to your vehicle (Sport Utility Bars), and is designed to match your vehicle’s liftgate. (1)

12. ROOF-MOUNT BIKE CARRIER.
    - Bike to your vehicle (Sport Utility Bars), and is designed to match your vehicle’s liftgate. (1)

EXPAND YOUR WORLD.

1. AMBIENT LIGHT KIT.
   - This lighting system provides a gentle glow to your vehicle’s interior and allows you to select the perfect interior ambience. Features such as 30 preset colour settings and low/high lighting intensity let you let you select the perfect interior ambience.

2. ELETRONIC VEHICLE TRACKING SYSTEM KIT.
   - It’s a fact: time is of the essence when it comes to stolen vehicle recovery. The Mopar® EVTS allows a nationwide, state-of-the-art tracking system that will be in the back of your vehicle. This two-way system enables monitoring and can be used to recover your vehicle with a click, without leaving your vehicle. (1)(2)

3. KICKER® SOUND SYSTEMS.
   - Pump up your audio system with upgrade components and components from KICKER. This unit provides a powerful 80-watt output and includes KICKER speakers and subwoofers that have been designed specifically for your vehicle, so you get automotive sound the way it was intended. And best of all, KICKER parts install easily: bolt them in and then plug them in. Available in Two-Bike and Four-Bike styles.

4. BATTERY BLANKET.
   - Blanket electrically warms the battery to extend battery life and prevent battery breaking down due to cold weather. Washable before reuse.